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There will be a deposit fee of $100 flat for any custom designs. Deposit is a nonrefundable fee that 
covers all draft sketches and brand consulting.  
 
*With commercial use designs the cost includes a one-time usage rights. If you’d like to purchase 
buy-out rights (unlimited use) please let me know.   
 
With one-time usage rights, a client purchases the non-exclusive right to publish a commissioned illustration for one time, for one or 
more specific uses. Any uses beyond those initially agreed-to are considered separate transactions. 
 
For buy-out rights, the client pays a somewhat higher fee which allows (non-exclusive) use of an illustration for multiple applications 
for a pre-determined fee, with no additional income to the artist. In this arrangement, the artist also retains the copyright to the work. 

Illustrations	  (per	  illustration)	  
$180 personal watercolor illustration including mailed artwork 
$50 extra per character in illustration 
 
$295 commercial/branding watercolor illustration including digital files one usage license and 
mailed art 
$150 per usage license per project / merchandise or product art will be used on 

Layout	  Designs	  
Pricing does not include printing or illustrated cover cost 
 
Journal  
Includes all worded and lined pages 
Min. 90 pages $275 
Min.150 pages $325  
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Workbook  
10-20 pages - $200 
21-40 pages - $300 
41-60 pages - $400 
 
Planner Design 
5 pages - $210 
10 pages - $325 
20 pages - $450  
Over 20 pages will be customized pricing 
(Page counts excluded pages that are copied. Ex: You’ll get counted for weekly, daily, monthly 
sheets once since they’re just copied throughout)  
 
Extras: (supplied by Addie) 
Stock photos - $2 per photo 
Custom illustrations - $100 for full illustrations 
License use fonts - $20 
Printing: I can refer print companies per project that works best for you. If you like me to handle 
printing we can discuss pricing. 


